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TT No.138: Andy Gallon - Sat 1st Jan 2011; Morecambe v Accrington Stanley; 

League Two; Res: 1-2; Att: 2,702; Admission: £13; Programme: £3 (68pp); FGIF 

Match Rating: **. 

THE PLACE: I feel a bit sorry for Morecambe. As a traditional English resort, its 

reason for existing faded decades ago, and inventing new reasons to entice visitors 

must count as a task equal to anything Hercules attempted. Compared to its 

neighbours on the Lancashire coast (let alone anywhere vaguely more exotic), 

Morecambe is a miserable dump. I suggest, tongue firmly in cheek, it lacks the 

glitter of Blackpool and the sophistication of Southport. Even resolutely 

downmarket Fleetwood has trams. Viewed from this depressing town’s element-

swept prom, Lakeland shimmers on the other side of murky Morecambe Bay like a 

promised land. Let’s count our blessings. The location of Morecambe’s new 

stadium means there is no reason to see the grotty town centre or unappealing 

seafront. So, don’t.  

THE CLUB: On loan to the Football League, I reckon. When I first saw Morecambe 

at home, they were a middling Northern Premier League outfit happy to trundle 

along in football’s backwaters with gates of 350. The Shrimps have done 

remarkably well to get where they are, but I can’t help feeling they’re batting 

above their average.  

THE GROUND: The positive comments I’d read about the Globe Arena bore, to my 

mind, the hallmarks of damning a place with faint praise. My suspicions were 

confirmed on first sight. Imagine an amalgam of Sixfields (Northampton) and St 

Mirren Park (Paisley), and you’ve got a rough idea of what this utterly 

unremarkable stadium looks like. Its setting may be unprepossessing, but at least it 

is appropriate. Westgate is lined with bungalows and caravan parks, mooring points 

for those of the burgeoning elderly population who, for reasons unfathomable to 

me, choose to spend their twilight years in communities such as Morecambe. A 

single-track line, threadbare relic of a lost era when trippers flocked here by rail 

in their thousands, runs forlornly behind the main Peter McGuigan Stand, while the 

stadium fronts an ocean of cloying mud and litter-choked puddles. Landscaping is 

at an early stage, clearly.   

The most puzzling aspect of Morecambe vacating Christie Park after 89 years is 

that the club appears to have gained so little. The Globe Arena, in layout and 

facilities, is scarcely an improvement. The Peter McGuigan Stand, granted, is far 

superior to Christie Park’s ancient wooden equivalent. But the rest is pretty 

similar. Neither end terrace is larger than the biggest at the old ground, and the 

uncovered, shallow North Terrace is a chip off Christie Park’s Car Wash Terrace 

block. There isn’t even a great deal more parking at the Globe Arena. Full marks 

to Morecambe, though, for offering standing on three sides. At heart, this remains 

a non-league club.  



The Globe Arena (named after the company which built it, for about £12m) is not 

wholly mundane. I was taken by the elegantly curving structures in the north-west 

and north-east corners. The main stand, with its mixture of red and white seats 

coupled with a pleasing sense of symmetry and restrained exterior styling, is 

effective in the manner of all architectural simplicity. Visible (Goodison Park 

fashion) in the gap between the main stand and east terrace is the Holy Family 

Catholic Church. A landmark. Hurrah! Essentially, though, this is Anywhere UK. Not 

even the slightest whiff of the sea, half a mile distant, is discernible. And that’s a 

great pity. Way too much (mostly untreated) breeze block visible, as well. It’s the 

wattle and daub of the 21st Century.  

One last whinge. No, honestly. The North Terrace has been ruined, in many 

respects, by the thoughtless construction amidships of an ugly scaffolding gantry 

for TV cameras. Surely, something more appropriate, or less semi-permanent, 

could have been included in the original plans? If nothing else, a structure akin to 

those which proliferate at Welsh Premier League grounds would have intruded less 

violently.  

THE GAME: What a shame football isn’t played on paper for, pre-match, this 

looked a likely fixture between struggling Lancashire rivals desperate for points as 

they battle to avoid a return to the Conference, in my book their ‘natural’ home. 

On grass, though, it was terribly disappointing. A lively, combative opening half-

hour flattered to deceive. After that, the contest was in danger of petering out 

completely.  

At least the team who produced most of what little football was on offer won the 

day. This is the second time this season Accrington have impressed me. Stanley are 

commendably committed to an attractive passing game and, with greater solidity 

at the back, would be higher up the table. In midfielder Jimmy Ryan, they boasted 

the best player on the pitch. All he lacks is pace, so crucial in the modern game.  

Morecambe was really awful. Hit and hoof to an isolated, lumbering lump up front 

had ‘Conference’ written all over it. Certainly, the fans around me, confident only 

in manager Sammy McIlroy’s inability to arrest the slide, seemed to be steeling 

themselves for relegation. Bizarrely, even when the aforementioned lump (ex-

Stanley striker Paul Mullin) had been replaced by a little fella in the second half, 

the Shrimps continued pumping long, high balls down the middle. Sometimes, one 

wonders whether footballers are blessed with any intelligence at all.  

Stanley keeper Ian Dunbavin did well early on to parry a firm effort from Scott 

Brown, and the visitors went ahead in the 17th minute. A couple of nimble one-

twos took Terry Gornell into the box, where he was needlessly brought down by 

Kieran Charnock. Skipper Phil Edwards opted for ‘straight down the middle’ with 

his spot-kick, and it went in via keeper Barry Roche’s left hand. Ten minutes later, 

Morecambe were level. Craig Stanley fired over a free-kick from the left, and, with 

Dunbavin characteristically rooted to his line, Chris McCready was able to glance a 

header across the keeper and into the far top corner.  



After this double dose of excitement, the match slipped steadily into a coma. 

Bored from about the hour mark, I found myself glancing at the clock on the digital 

scoreboard to my left, in the north-west corner. The minutes, on life support, 

dribbled by. Thankfully, something happened in the closing 15 minutes. 

Morecambe’s James Spencer blazed over with only Dunbavin to beat, and Roche 

then did really well to palm aside a close-range Gornell prod after the striker had 

turned quickly having controlled a Ray Putterill delivery from the right. Ryan, as 

he had done so often during the match, acted decisively with eight minutes left. 

Finding space 25 yards out, he drilled unhesitatingly a crashing shot past Roche and 

into the top corner. For the neutral, a feeling that justice had been done. For the 

Stanley fans, who never stopped singing behind a flag-fest, the satisfaction of 

seeing their team’s first away win in the league this season. For the Morecambe 

faithful, resignation to the club’s apparent fate.  

THE PROGRAMME: This was the fifth Morecambe home game of my hopping career, 

and the club’s 2010-11 issue maintained the generally high standard of those 

obtained on previous visits. Careless editing spoiled this programme for me, 

however. Slipshod use of punctuation makes most professional football people’s 

inanities even more difficult to decipher than they already are.  

Alarmingly, commercial director Mark Dixon noted in his column that an expected 

gate of “over 3,500” for this fixture is the level “that the Globe Arena business 

model was based upon”. With just 2,700 in attendance, and several of those part-

timers unlikely to return, I fear for Morecambe’s financial health.   

I did enjoy the irony of Clive Lee, another columnist, who remarked: “I hope the 

predicted bad weather didn’t decimate the festive football fare on offer, 

necessitating the recycling of these notes some time in 2011. If so, aren’t this 

year’s daffodils glorious?”  

THE VERDICT: If you’re hell bent on doing the 92, the Globe Arena is certain to be 

on your radar. Just don’t expect anything out of the ordinary. If seeing Morecambe 

in the Football League is not a priority, save yourself a few quid and leave this hop 

until next season, when Morecambe are likely to be back in the cheaper-and-more-

cheerful Conference.   
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